
SB 3003 & SB 3004 w/velcro

Mounting the cordlock Mounting the cordeye Click wallbracket Cleat
Art. 1454

Adjustable cordlock
Art. 1518

Important! 
Extra string through art. 1518

The fabric is cut (remember seam allowance ) and 2 cm side seams is sewn.
The Velcro tape is sewn to the top of the curtain and a 2.5 cm drawstring is sewn in the bottom, as shown in 
the drawing.

Pocket tape is attached with approx. 20-25 cm distance across the curtain. The weight is placed in the bot-
tom of the lower drawstring and fiber rods entered in the pocket bands. The curtain with the Velcro strap on 
top, is attached to the Velcro profile.

Attach a cord eye approx. 5 cm into both ends of the profile , and for every approx. 30-40 cm . Attach the 
cord lock at the outside of the outer cord eye, in right or left side. Attach the small rings at the bottom, with the 
same distance as the cord eyes . Now the strings can be mounted. 

These are tied to the rings at the bottom and be led vertically through the pockets on the tape  to the cord 
eye, and horizontally through the other cord eyes and down through the lock between the steel wheel and the 
smooth plastic part. Finally the strings is led through the tassel and a knot is tied on the cord so that all the 
strings are of equal length . This ensures a horizontal pull-up.

Important ! :  Minimum stitch length = 2.5 mm by needle size 80
  Minimum stitch length = 2.8 mm by needle size 90
  Minimum stitch length = 3.0 mm by needle size 120

Cord Tassel
Art. 3215

Important! 
When the cord collector is 
used with 2-4 cords, there 
must be one string through 
both the two round holes. 

  
When the cord collector used 
with 5 or 6 strings, there must 

be one string through both 
the two round holes, and 1-2 

cords through the oval 
holes
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Mounting instruction for ALUPROFF roman blind system
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Velcrotape

Cordlock

CordCordeye

Pockettape

Opening i the fabric to 
insert the bottomlist

2,5 cm for the bottomlist


